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So if you’ve read other stories you probably know that there’s a setting. In this 
story the setting is in Albuquerque, New Mexico in 1996. This story is about two 
guys named Eric And Erin, say hi Eric,”hi”, there you go! Say hi Erin,”hello”, 
there. Now let them introduce themselves. “I’m the smartest kid in my school”, 
pronounced Erin proudly. “Well I’m the funniest kid in school”, interrupted Eric. It 
was Monday, the worst day in the week, and Eric was slowly slumping to school. 
Meanwhile Erin was racing to school because there was an exam in 12 minutes, oh 
and by the way they are both in the eighth grade. Erin got to school while Eric was 
still slowly walking to school. When Eric finally got there, he said,”oh home time 
already Ok”, he said quickly and raced back home. Meanwhile Erin was going 
over his answers on the exam about science. After the test they gave the answers 
and, obviously, Erin got an A+. Eric got home and started playing video games like 
Space Invaders and Pacman. When Erin was walking out of class he noticed Eric 
was gone. He searched everywhere and then… he checked the screen that showed 
the camera he set up. at home to see if he was playing video games and, he was. He 
told the principal where he was going and rushed home, grabbed Eric, and in a 
flash they were back at school. Eric groaned, ”When will this end.” then the school 
bell rang, “home time at last!” yelled Eric. “ No, just lunchtime”, snickered Erin. 
Eric groaned again while he was walking to the cafeteria. Then the time to go 
home came at last, and it was Friday. “School’s out for the weekend!” exclaimed 
Eric as he ran home at the speed of sound. Erin yelled at him, “but you still have to 
do your exam!”, but Eric wasn’t listening. At home, erin was studying for the next 
exam, which was in a month. “Dude, just chill. It’s the weekend!” explained Eric. 
“I still have to study to stay at the top of the class.” interrupted Erin. Well, that’s 
Erin all right. Well, that’s a normal Friday with Erin and Eric. Well anyway, that’s 
this story. I hope you enjoyed. It is a short one, but I think it’s a good one. Thank 

you for reading!!!                        FIN	
	


